Genetic algorithm (GA) is an artificial intelligence search method that uses the process of evolution and natural selection theory and is under the umbrella of evolutionary computing algorithm. It is an efficient tool for solving optimization problems. Integration among (GA) parameters is vital for successful (GA) search. Such parameters include mutation and crossover rates in addition to population that are important issues in (GA). However, each operator of GA has a special and different influence. The impact of these factors is influenced by their probabilities; it is difficult to predefine specific ratios for each parameter, particularly, mutation and crossover operators. This paper reviews various methods for choosing mutation and crossover ratios in GAs. Next, we define new deterministic control approaches for crossover and mutation rates, namely Dynamic Decreasing of high mutation ratio/dynamic increasing of low crossover ratio (DHM/ILC), and Dynamic Increasing of Low Mutation/Dynamic Decreasing of High Crossover (ILM/DHC). The dynamic nature of the proposed methods allows the ratios of both crossover and mutation operators to be changed linearly during the search progress, where (DHM/ILC) starts with 100% ratio for mutations, and 0% for crossovers. Both mutation and crossover ratios start to decrease and increase, respectively. By the end of the search process, the ratios will be 0% for mutations and 100% for crossovers. (ILM/DHC) worked the same but the other way around. The proposed approach was compared with two parameters tuning methods (predefined), namely fifty-fifty crossover/mutation ratios, and the most common approach that uses static ratios such as (0.03) mutation rates and (0.9) crossover rates. The experiments were conducted on ten Traveling Salesman Problems (TSP). The experiments showed the effectiveness of the proposed (DHM/ILC) when dealing with small population size, while the proposed (ILM/DHC) was found to be more effective when using large population size. In fact, both proposed dynamic methods outperformed the predefined methods compared in most cases tested.
Introduction
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are adaptive meta heuristic search algorithms which classified as an evolutionary computing algorithms, which use techniques inspired by natural evolution. The first GA was developed by Holland in 1975, to solve some optimization problems, based on biological genetic and evolutionary ideas [1] . GA is a discrete and non-linear process that is not a mathematically guided algorithm where optima evolved from one generation to another without mathematical formulation [2] . The GA emerged as an important tool aiming to solve problems with multiple solutions and complex search spaces, which made it possible to solve many problems, reach several solution structures and provide solutions for parameter problems [3] . GAs have become a leading used approach to provide solutions to several complex optimization problems [4] . Accordingly, they are considered to be optimization tools [3, 5] . In essence, they are widely used by researchers in many areas such as computer networks [6] , software engineering [7] , image processing [8, 9] , speech recognition [10, 11] , sensor networks [12, 13] , healthcare [14, 15] , computer games [16] , machine learning [17] etc.
Traditional GA steps begin with the creation of a group of individuals randomly chosen to serve as a solution translated from natural language to GA units which are called the chromosomes [18] . Consequently, GA could solve any optimization problem which could be presented with the chromosomes encoding [19] . GA works by creating initial solutions (individuals). Then the algorithm works to apply an evaluation function, which is provided by the programmer and depends on the problem type. This process is basically done to evaluate the individual's goodness on how well they perform at a given problem task. After the evaluation process, two individuals are selected upon their fitness value (the goodness) [20, 21] . These two individuals reproduce using a GA parameter to give one or more offspring. Each round of these processes is called a generation. This step continues until an optimal or the closest to optimal solution is found or some termination criteria are satisfied, though this depends mainly on the programmer in the first place [22] .
Contributions
The effectiveness of the GAs relays on the selection of its control parameters (population size, crossover, and mutation) that interact in a complex way [23, 24] . Many researchers studied the performance of the crossover and mutation operators on the effectiveness of the GAs, and whether the strength belongs to both, or in each one that used alone, as in [25, 26] .
In this work, we review of the literature on various choices available for choosing mutation and crossover ratios in GAs. Furthermore, we propose new deterministic control methods for crossover and mutation rates namely: Dynamic Decreasing of high mutation ratio/dynamic increasing of low crossover ratio (DHM/ILC), and Dynamic Increasing of Low Mutation/Dynamic Decreasing of High Crossover (ILM/DHC).
The dynamic nature of the proposed methods allows the ratios of both crossover and mutation operators to be changed linearly during the search progress where (DHM/ILC) started with 100% ratio for mutations, and 0% for crossovers. Both mutation and crossover ratios started to decrease and increase, respectively. By the end of the search process, the ratios will be 0% for mutations and 100% for crossovers. (ILM/DHC) worked the same but the other way around.
The proposed methods were compared with two parameters tuning methods (predefined) namely: fifty-fifty crossover/mutation ratios, and the well-known method that used common ratios with (0.03) mutation rates and (0.9) crossover rates.
Organization
We start with a review of GA representations in Section 2. The rest of this work is dedicated to presenting a review of the related works to the subject in Section 3, and we present our proposed dynamic approach in Section 4. In Section 5 we present and discuss the experimental results of the proposed approach compared with other methods, along with time complexity. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper with future works. Figure 1 shows a typical GA as described in [27] . The common problem-dependent constituents of genetic algorithm include the following: the encoding and the evaluation functions. The researcher started with problem encoding (representation of the problem) as a first step to translate the problem to computer language [21] . The nature of the problem to be solved usually dictates the representation of the problem. There are various representation methods such as: 
Review of GA Representations

1.
Binary encoding: Each chromosome in this technique is represented using strings of bits 0's and 1's. An example of the use of binary encoding is the knapsack problem.
2.
Permutation encoding: Each chromosome in this technique is represented as a string of numbers that represent a position in a sequence. This method is useful in ordering problems such as Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP).
3.
Value encoding: chromosomes are represented by using a sequence of some values such as real numbers, characters or objects. These values are possibly characters, real numbers, etc. [28] . 4.
Tree encoding: Each chromosome is treated as a tree of certain items such as commands or functions. Tree encoding is good for evolving programs [28] used in genetic programming. The following outline summarizes how the GA works after the chromosomes are encoded [29] .
1.
Start: Generation of the beginning population of random individuals is the first step of any genetic algorithms. Each generated individual is then represented as a chromosome in a sequence of string with the length L, that aligns with the problem encoding. The step ends with creating a random population in "genotype" [1].
2.
Fitness: Next is to compute the fitness value f (x) of each individual in the present population. The evaluation process consists of choosing individuals for mating based on their fitness value (parents) and according to the desired values of each. The terms evaluation and fitness are usually used to mean the same thing but it is important to differentiate the evaluating and the fitness valuing as applied in GA. Evaluation function or objective function rates performance based on particular defined aspects. The performance measurement of the fitness function is transformed into a range of reproductive opportunities. [30] .
3.
New population: Steps 4, 5 and 6 are repeated to create a new population up to completion.
4.
Selection (Reproduction): The selection process ascertains the chromosomes that are chosen for mating and reproduction as well as the number of offspring each chosen chromosome produces. The main purpose of the selection process is "the better an individual is; the higher its chance of being a parent" [31] . There exist various traditional selection mechanisms and user-specified-selection mechanisms that are applied in line with the problem in question. [32] . Selection strategies examples consist of:
(a) Tournament Selection: This is arguably the most common selection technique in GA because of its efficiency and ease in implementation [33] . In tournament selection, the selection of individuals is done in a random manner starting with the larger population. Thereafter there is a competition amongst the selected individuals. The competition is used to determine the individual with the highest fitness value to be used in the generation of the new population. The individuals competing are usually set to two also called binary tournament or tournament size. Diversity is ensured in tournament selection as all the individuals have an equal chance to be chosen even though this may reduce the convergence speed. Some of tournament selection advantage includes proper time utilization mostly when the implementation is parallel with low susceptibility to being taken by dominant individuals, and no need for fitness scaling or sorting. [34] .
Proportional Roulette Wheel Selection: Also called fitness proportionate. Fitness values are used to choose Parents where the best chromosome stands a higher chance of selection [35, 36] .
(c)
Rank Selection: Parent selection is done using a rank. Here, fitness value is used to rank individuals in the population where the best is ranked (n) and the worst-ranked (1). Every chromosome has a rank depending on its expected value [31] .
5.
Crossover: The use of the selection process determines the parents used in the crossover to produce a new offspring. Crossover is implemented by selecting a random point on the chromosome where the parents' parts exchange happens. The crossover then brings up a new offspring based on the exchange point chosen with particular parts of the parents. Figure 2a depicts a crossover process [37] . There are different types of crossover namely: one-point crossover, two-point crossover, and multi-point crossover [39] .
There are some evolving techniques used to accommodate some situations. A brief definition of the two types are as follows:
(a) One-point crossover: One-point crossover works when a crossover point along the chromosome is selected where genes are exchanged between the parents create two offspring (see Figure 2b ).
(b)
Two-point crossover: Here, two points are selected on the parent chromosomes. There is then the exchange of genes between the two points for the production of two offspring. The crossover operator is used to avoid the exact duplication of the parents from the old population in the new offspring. This ensures that the new population being produced through crossover operation is able to survive in the next generation and also has the desirable parts or qualities of the parents [40] .
5.
Mutation: Normally, mutation takes place after crossover is done. This operator applies the changes randomly to one or more "genes" to produce anew offspring, so it creates new adaptive solutions good avoid local optima. For example, in binary encoding, one or more randomly chosen bits can be switched from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0; Figure 2c shows an example.
Using the crossover operator alone to produce an offspring makes the GA stuck in the local optima, thus, the good parts of the parents survive in each generation, and the local optimal ones are to be found. This problem is called as the local-optima problem. The mutation operator is used to alleviate this problem by proving new offspring different from parents, and this encourages diversity in the population [41] . 6.
Termination (stopping) criteria: GA at the end must stop to announce the best solution in hand, there are several termination conditions that are used [42] , those include:
1. Fixed number of generations reached.
2.
The variance of the fitness evolves in the whole population is less than a predefined small quantity (fitness level has been reached [42] .
3.
No improvement in the best fitness value [21] .
GA Parameters
Determining the interactions that occur among different GA parameters has a direct impact on the quality of the solution, and keeping parameters values "balanced" improves the solution of the GA. There are four basic and important parameters used by GA, those include:
1.
Crossover rate (probability): the number of times a crossover occurs for chromosomes in one generation, i.e., the chance that two chromosomes exchange some of their parts), 100% crossover rate means that all offspring are made by crossover. If it is 0%, then the complete new generation of individuals is to be exactly copied from the older population, except those resulted from the mutation process. Crossover rate is in the range of [0, 1] [43].
2.
Mutation rate (probability): this rate determines how many chromosomes should be mutated in one generation; mutation rate is in the range of [0, 1]. The purpose of mutation is to prevent the GA from converging to local optima, but if it occurs very often, GA is changed to random search [38, 44] .
3.
Population size: the size of the population indicates the total number of the population's inhabitants. Selection of population size is a sensitive issue; if the size of the population (search space) is small, this means little search space is available, and therefore it is possible to reach a local optimum. although, if the population size is very large, the area of search is increased and the computational load becomes high [45] , therefore, the size of the population must be reasonable.
4.
Number of generations: It refers to the number of cycles before the termination. In some cases, hundreds of loops are sufficient, but in other cases we might need more, this depends on the problem type and complexity. Depending on the design of the GA, sometimes this parameter is not used, particularly if the termination of the GA depends on specific criteria.
These GA parameters are determined whether the GA finds an optimal or near-optimal solution, and whether it finds an efficient solution [24] . Any change in the value of these parameters (increasing or decreasing) affects the result of GA negatively or positively [46, 47] . Choosing the right parameters is a nontrivial task.
Crossover and Mutation Ratios
GA involves a process of complex interaction between its parameters, for example: using selection operators alone causes the GA to be stuck in copies of initial population without any new recreation of individuals. However, using selection and crossover operators converges the algorithm to better solutions, but does not guarantee optimality, more likely local optimal (sub-optimal) solutions. Therefore, mutation operator is needed to skip the local search space. Hence, parameters value in GA greatly determines the quality of the final solution [48] . Each operator of GA has a special and different influence. The impact of these factors is influenced by their probabilities, i.e., 100% probability for crossover gives totally different results from the 50%. The same applies to mutation probability. Therefore, the GA's design is limited to a choosing strategy for these parameters [38, 48, 49] . Keeping a balance between crossover and mutation rates is an issue of controlling parameters in GA. As a matter of fact, controlling values is one of the most important areas of research in GA that has been researched under a main topic known as (parameter setting) [50] . Parameter setting for GA is shown in Figure 3 . There are two main types of setting parameter values, which are classified according to the parameter values behavior during the run: (i) The first one is parameter tuning (common approach), which depends on experimenting the different values for crossover and mutation, and then selecting the ones that give the best results before the final run of the algorithm. This operation is done without any change of the value during the run (fixed value) [50] . (ii) The second type is parameter control, which depends on initial parameter values for crossover and mutation that are changed in somehow in the run process. The techniques for changing the value of a parameter can be categorized to include the following:
1.
Deterministic Parameter Control: used when the value of the parameter requires certain modifications using the same outcome rule. The parameter value is tuned to produce the same output without any results from the search process.
2.
Adaptive Parameter Control: applied when there is a particular kind of feedback required from the search option that assists in altering the parameter.
3.
Self-Adaptive Parameter Control. The GA here is allowed to develop its own parameters.
The parameter values to be used are included in the individuals and go through mutation and crossover.
Those types of parameter setting are used by many researchers who attempt to find optimal or near-optimal solutions by using the best rates for crossover and mutation operators. This work fills in this gap, which is finding new strategies for controlling mutation and crossover rates. The proposed methods can be classified as deterministic parameter control.
Literature Review for Parameter Selection in GAs
Performance indicators to be used in rating of crossover and mutation are an important aspect in the designing of a GA. The key values of these parameters include; the appropriation of parameters and regulation of parameters. Therefore, over the years, many related works have been proposed to choose the best parameters for GA. In this section, a summary of the most important research conducted in the area is presented. In addition, we review some work related to the traveling salesman problem (TSP), as our proposed methods will be experimented to solve the TSP using GA.
Crossover and Mutation Rates with Population Size
Since the first mathematically formulated definition of GAs proposed by John Holland in 1975 in his book [1], many studies and pieces of research have been conducted in this field such as [51] [52] [53] .
The crossover and mutation rates was proofed as key elements to success in the search in the GAs [51] . DeJong [54] suggested optimal range values for population size to be in the range of , mutation parameter rate to be (0.001), and high mutation rates leads the search to be random, the crossover used was based on one single point crossover to be around the rate of (0.6). Those parameters have been used in many GA implementations [54] .
Grefenstette [32] designed a Meta-GA provided optimal parameters value for the simple GAs, and showed that small population size ranging from (20) to (40) is associated with high crossover rates went in harmony with low mutation rates. In general, his findings revealed that mutation rates above 0.05 were not useful for the optimal performance of (GAs). Accordingly, the researcher suggested another set of parameters with population size value of 30 individuals, a mutation rate of 0.01 and two-point crossover with 0.95 rates [32] .
Schlierkamp-Voosen [55] investigated the dynamic behavior of mutation and crossover rates on GA regarding the binary functions. The GA parameter mutation and crossover rates were compared to their optimal solution performance. The mutation rates were most effective in small size populations. While the Crossover rates were depending on the size of the population, and mutation rates were the most robust search in small population size. Nevertheless, the (GA) combined the two operators in such a way that the performance was better than when using a single operator. The (DECEPTION) function showed that increasing the size of the population above to a certain number decreased the quality of the solutions obtained. The analysis of the interaction between mutation and crossover rates showed that the mutation rates normally increased with the size of population. Furthermore, it showed that the mutation rate = 1/n (where n was the size of problem) works efficiently. Using crossover and mutation together, achieved better results than using one of them alone. The crossover appeared to be more efficient than the mutation in larger population size, on the other hand, the mutation was more efficient in small populations [55] .
Deb and Agrawal [26] investigated the performance of GA using several experiments that included simple to complex tests for the "onemax" problem. In their work, the researchers compared different (GAs) for several functional evaluations based on calculations and simulation results. The results of the test revealed that for solving simple problems such as "unimodal" or small modality problems, mutation operator played an important role despite crossover rates operator could also solve these problems. However, crossover and mutation rates (when applied alone) had two different effect zones for population size. The first test was conducted using the 0.9 crossover rates, the population size was in the range of (2-500), and a selection operator with (zero) mutation rate. The second test was conducted using the (zero) crossover rate with a population size in the range of (2-500), and with mutation rate of [1, 0.5, 0.1]. The last test combined the two parameters in various values where the mutation rates were [1, 0.5, 0.1], the two values of crossover rates were [0.9, 0.0]. The conclusion of their experiment showed that the selection operators and mutation operators could perform well if accompanied with moderate population size. The selection operators and crossover operators without mutation performed well enough at larger population size than needed for GAs population with selection and mutation operators. In small population size, the researcher concluded that there is a need to use both crossover and mutation parameters as it is shown in Figure 4 [26] . Hong et al. suggested an evolution algorithm called the Dynamic Genetic Algorithm (DGA) to automatically match the crossover and mutation rates according to each individual evaluation results in the new generation. More than one crossover and mutation rates are used simultaneously. The algorithm automatically chose the appropriate crossover and appropriate mutation types. The algorithm is a possible development of GAs performance although the GAs used a one-point crossover process as well a single process of mutation [56] .
The population size and its impact on the genetic algorithm were extensively studied. Some researchers seem to agree that small population size could guide the (GA) to poor solutions [57] [58] [59] . Large population size necessitated that more computation search time was needed in finding an optimal or near optimal solution [59, 60] . Rylander and Stanley [61] proposed a new methodology to determine the optimal population size in (GA). They did so by monitoring the difference in the results in each generation in different experiments. The experiments used two types of problems to test, namely the sort problem, and the maximum problem. They used (0.1) mutation rates, (0.5) crossover rates and several population sizes (100, 300, 400, 600). The results of the experiments showed the following: First, increasing the population size leads to an increase in the accuracy of the (GA), also the large population size provided a greater chance that the initial state population would contain an individual representing the optimal solution. Second, the large population size resulted in an increase in the number of generations' convergence [61] .
Diaz-Gomez, and Hougen [62] proposed a new approach to find a good initial state population for each small and large populations. The initial population encoded a possible solution to identify the problem. After creating the initial population individuals, each individual was evaluated by fitness value according to the fitness function for the sake of finding a good initial population. The method adopted dealt with small population for the sake of measuring diversity in a small portion of a large size population. They tried as well to generate chromosomes distributed randomly in the fitness landscape by suggesting a new idea using the center of mass, as an alternative method to measure diversity at the population level that depends on the population size, and chromosome length. This approach of analysis and measurement of the diversity of the individuals in the initial random population was important because of the relationship that stood between the initial population and other (GA) parameters and operators [62] .
Dong and Wu [63] proposed a dynamic crossover and mutation rates. The crossover rates were calculated dynamically through calculating the Euclidean distance between two chromosomes [64] . They also calculated the Euclidean distance between the greatest and lowest fitness values of the chromosomes in the population. The process of crossover between individuals "long distance individuals" was effective, because of differences that appear among chromosomes, and this would avoid inbreeding and encourage diversity, and thus overcome convergence to local optima [63] .
Chiroma et al. [65] , conducted a survey of previous approaches and metrics related to the best values of the critical operators that control the quality of solutions. These operators were the mutation rates, crossover rates and the size of the population. They discussed the three operators in terms of decrease or increase in the proportion rates. They also discussed the relationship between mutation rates and crossover rates in the literature search. The small population size indicates insufficient sample sizes, which lead to poor solutions. Large population size indicates high efficiency in the search, and this was better than a small size of population, this also showed slow rate of convergence. The size of the population in this research was in the range of (12-4000). The low crossover rates lead to low rates of exploration. Choosing values between too high and very low crossover rates were to be used for effective implementation of (GA) ranged from (0.1-1). High mutation rates normally led to random search, and the mutation rates were always lower than the crossover rates, in which the mutation rate was in the range of (0.001-1) [65] . The following Table 1 contains GA parameter used to implement GA in previous literature. 
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)
TSP is a high-end problem researcher in computer science [90] [91] [92] . It is simply easy to represent but hard to solve hence categorized under the NP-hard problems [93] , which means no solution in polynomial time is discovered so far. A solution to the TSP purposes to obtain the closest path through a number of nodes that have the same start and endpoints in which all nodes are conferred and used once.
Many techniques can be used to solve the TSP, such as [94] , (GA) [ [105] , etc. Potvin [93] and Larrañaga et al. [95] conducted a survey of how to represent the traveling salesman problem (TSP), and also explained the advantages and disadvantages of different mutation and crossover rates and types. Singh and Singh [106] proposed an enhanced crossover operator for solving the traveling salesman problem (TSP).
In his study, Ahmed [107] , proposed a method called sequential constructive crossover (SCX) to solve the TSP problem. The basic idea of this method was centered on choosing a point randomly called the crossover point. The method then was employed on sequential constructive crossover before the crossover point by using better edges. The rest of the genes after the crossover site were exchanged between parents to get two children; if there was already a gene, then, it was replaced with an unvisited gene [107] .
TSP was considered to be a combination of optimized problems that was simple to describe but hard to solve, and it was categorized as the problems that could not be solved in polynomial time [90] which means it is attached to the NP-hard problems [93] . In 1832 an expert traveling salesman used the term "traveling salesman" in the manual for the traveling salesman that was published in Germany.
We discussed the previous studies that shed light on GA efficiency through developing different parameters of algorithm. Researchers stated that the key to evaluate the process was mainly through showing understanding of the interaction process between the GA parameters namely; crossover rates, mutation rates and population size. These parameters were related to each other in some way that affects the GA efficiency. Many studies agreed that diversity in the initial population with high crossover rates and low mutation rates was the best situation to apply GA. The goal of most of these studies was to bring diversity to the population using crossover and mutation rates to increase the efficiency of the GA.
Proposed Dynamic Approach
To improve parametric solutions for a complex system, there are two levels of the problem the system designer and the programmer need to worry about: first level of the problem in which a suitable algorithm is chosen. The second level of the problem, in which various parameters of the chosen algorithm should be chosen carefully to get the highest efficiency. If the chosen algorithm is non-parametric method, there is no need to worry about the second level.
Being a parametric method, GA needs to deal with the second level. When GAs is used in a wide variety of applications and complex systems, the second level task is needed to be applied to control its parameters for the sake of efficiency [32] . As mentioned above, the choice of mutation and crossover rates is well-known to be critical on the behavior and the performance of the (GA).
Many researchers use parameter tuning to set the parameter value in a way that necessitated doing the following: finding the good parameter value before the run (rigid parameters), then running the algorithm using these values. However, other researchers believed that the use of control parameter (Deterministic, adaptive) is more effective to give optimal or near optimal solutions. Some studies recommend using high crossover rates of about 80-95% with low mutation rates of about (0.1-1) [38, 49] .
In another study, the researcher recommends using a high rate of mutation (50%) with crossover together with small population [26] .
Deterministic control parameter modifies the parameter value during the run without any feedback from the search process or user interaction. Accordingly, this type of parameter setting is to be used in an attempt to determine which behavior the parameter should deal with to be effective, and to try to find the optimal or the near optimal solution. Using high crossover rates with low mutation rates alongside large population size refers to the diversity in the large population; however, in the small population size, the mutation rates become lager in order to provide diversity and to increase the search quality [32] , bringing diversity to the population using crossover rates and mutation rates to increase the efficiency of the GA.
Next, we propose two deterministic parameter control, followed by discussing two parameter tuning methods to be compared with the proposed methods later.
Dynamic Increasing of Low Mutation/Decreasing of High Crossover (ILM/DHC)
This deterministic method decreases the crossover ratios and increases the mutation ratios (ILM/DHC), where the crossover rate starts to decrease from 100% to 0% along the generations, at the same time it increases the mutation rate, which start from 0%, to be increased linearly to 100% along the process time.
When the algorithm starts to run Equations (1) and (2) change the mutation rate linearly, step by step according to the total number of generations, and the number of the current generation. To calculate mutation rates in ILM/DHC, the following equation is used:
where MR is the mutation rate, Gn is the total number of generations, LG the number of generation level (the current generation, when the ratio is calculated), M is the number of chromosomes that need to be mutated, "popsize" is population size. At the same time, Equations (3) and (4) change the crossover rate linearly, step by step according to the total number of generations, and the number of the current generation. To calculate crossover rates in (ILM/DHC), the following equation is used:
where CR is the crossover rate, and C is the number of chromosomes that need to be used for the crossover process. This method is used to provide different rates for both crossover and mutation in each generation level. Table 2 and Figure 5 show the rates during the run of GA. This indicates that the crossover rate is decreased by a specific ratio in each generation level to become to 0% at the end of the algorithm in last generation. And Mutation rate is increased by a specific ratio in each generation level to reach 100% at the end of the GA run. As can be seen from Equations (1)-(4) the crossover rate is the complement of the mutation rate at each generation. Figure 5 depicts this relation, and the summation of crossover rate and mutation rate at the same generation level is equal to 100%. The goal of using dynamic changes in crossover and mutation rates is to bring diversity to the population during the run in a dynamic way. Example 1. The value of the mutation and crossover rates are calculated according to the generation level number. If the generation level is 100, the maximum generation = 1600, and population size is = 100, then the value of mutation and crossover rates according to Equations (1)-(4) are:
Generation Level = 100, Gn = 1600, MR = 100/1600 = 0.06 M = 0.06 * 100 = 6 individuals are mutated in generation level 100. #Generation = 100, Gn = 1600, CR = 1 − (100/1600) = 0.94 C = 0.94 * 100 = 94 individuals are used for the crossover process at generation level 100.
Dynamic Decreasing of High Mutation Rate/Increasing of Low Crossover Rate (DHM/ILC)
This deterministic method is opposite to the ILM/DHC, where the mutation rate is decreased starting from 100%, and the crossover rate is increased starting from 0%. By using DHM/ILC when the GA runs Equations (5) and (7) change the rates linearly step by step according to generation number. As can be seen from Table 3 and Figure 6 both of the rates are complement of each other in the same step (generation), where the summation of crossover rate (CR), and mutation rate (MR) in the same generation level is equal to 100%. Table 3 . Crossover and mutation rates during the GA run using decreasing of high mutation (DHM) and increasing of low crossover (ILC). We can calculate the mutation rate in (DHM/ILC) using,
Generation DHM/ILC
and calculate the crossover rate in (DHM/ILC) using, If the generation level is 500, the maximum generation is = 1600, and the population size is = 100, then the value of mutation and crossover rates according to the previous equations are:
LG = 500 Gn = 1600 MR = 1 − (500/1600) = 0.69 M = 0.69 * 100 = 69 individuals are to be mutated in generation level 500. For Crossover rate: LG = 500, Gn = 1600, CR = (500/1600) = 0.31 C = 0.31 * 100 = 31 individual are to be used for the crossover process at generation level 500.
Fixed 50% for Mutation and Crossover Rates (FFMCR)
Starting from 0% to 100% and vice versa makes the average rate (along the run) of mutation and crossover using both DHM/ILC and ILM/DHC is 50% for each. This motivates us to use a tuning parameter method with the same average rate, thus having the same computation time, and a way to compare the proposed method with a tuning parameter method. These rates were used by some researchers, see for e.g., [88] .
The FFMCR uses a fixed (50%) rate of both mutation and crossover rates. The parameter value in this approach is chosen before the run, and the algorithm continues in running using the same rate. This method shares the same time complexity with the proposed methods. The number of mutated individuals is constant for all generation levels. Also, the number of the crossovers is constant for all generation levels during the run as shown in Table 4 and Figure 7 . Table 4 . Crossover and mutation rates during the GA run using FFMCR approach.
Generation
Fifty It is difficult (for the sake of this work) to use all the tuning parameters used in the literature; however, a fixed value for mutation rates is used where MR = 0.03, which is commonly used by some of GAs as explained in the literature review (Section 3), researchers used such rate include and not limited to: [69, 72, 77] . For the crossover rate we opt for CR = 0.9, because most of the GAs found in the literature used high rate for crossover, were most of the used CR in the range of 0.5 to 0.9. Researchers who used such rate include and not limited to: [69, 83, 84, 86, 87] . The number of mutated individuals is constant for all generation levels, also the number of individuals participated in crossover is constant for all generation levels during the run. We used the 0.03MR0.9CR as base for comparing our proposed work.
We proposed and discussed two new deterministic approaches for choosing mutation and crossover rates dynamically, namely DHM/ILC and ILM/DHC, in addition, two "parameter tuning" approaches to the same problem is presented, namely FFMCR and 0.03MR0.9CR, these were discussed to be compared with the proposed method in terms of solution goodness, and computational time consumed. Next, we provide detailed experimental results and discussion of our proposed dynamic approaches for the parameter selection in GAs.
Experimental Results and Discussion
Six sets of experiments were conducted to evaluate the proposed methods based on on the population size on different TSP problems; each set of experiments used four types of parameter settings, the proposed deterministic approaches; which are DHM/ILC and ILM/DHC. In addition, two parameter tuning approaches; namely FFMCR and 0.03MR 0.9CR. Different sizes of the population used to investigate the effect of the population size on the results using different parameter setting approaches. Population sizes used:
(1) Small population size (25 and 50); sets 1 and 2. Large population size (300 and 400); sets 5 and 6.
According to all the experiments, GA applied the reinsertion technique that is essentially sampling [63] , where desirable qualities from both the new and the old generation individuals are chosen to be the population for the next generation. That is there is competition between the old and the new individuals.
The initial population seeding in all algorithms is random, and the selection strategy is a roulette wheel. The fitness function used by GA is a problem dependent; here we used the total distance of the TSP route, i.e., the summation of the distances between the sequence instances along the chromosome, the "best" solution is characterized by the minimum total distance, since the TSP is a minimization problem. The mutation operator used for all experiment sets is the exchange mutation [108] : which selects two genes randomly and switch between their positions. The crossover operator used is the Modified Crossover [109] . This crossover operator is an extension of the one-point crossover, which chooses the cut point at random from the first parent; then, the first child is created by appending genes (before cutting point) in the second parent to the first part. Finally, it repairs the rest of the gene to prevent duplicates. The termination criteria are based on a fixed number of generations reached, for all our experiments, the maximum number of generations was set to 1600. We used Path representation for encoding the TSP, where there is a natural representation for the tour [110] , for example: a tour of city1 -> city3 -> city4 -> city2 -> city1 is represented in an integer array containing the cities' indexes: (1, 3, 4, 2) .
The data set used for all sets of experiments includes 10 real TSP data; namely a280, u159, ch130, kroA100, pr76, berlin52, att48, eil51, pr144 and rat783, which were taken from the TSPLIB [111] . The number at the end of the name of each TSP indicates the number of instances (cities), each city is identified by its (x, y) location and a sequence number as shown in Figure 8 . The chromosome, in this case, has random sequential numbers meaning that the chromosome length depends on the problem size n that is the size of each TSP problem. The result of the GA is the best solution that can be obtained, which is (in our case) the minimum total tour length, the word "result" and the "minimum total tour length" will be used interchangeably in this paper. 
Set 1 of Experiments (Population Size = 25)
The aim of this experiment is to measure the performance of the proposed methods (DHM/ILC and ILM/DHC), compared to the tuning parameter approaches (0.03MR0.90CR and FFMCR) under a constant population size of 25 solutions (chromosome) for all the runs.
The GA is applied ten times, and the average of its "best" converged solution at each generation is recorded, starting from generation 100 up to generation 1600. Convergence to an optimal solution is beyond the purpose of this paper; however, we mean by convergence that the algorithm is providing better solutions while the generation number is increased.
Results from the first set of experiment showed that the best performance was recorded by the dynamic (ILM/DHC) rule, the "best performance" means here the ability to find the best solution on average, and the best solution is the minimum feasible rout for each TSP data. In most cases the performance of the dynamic (ILM/DHC) rule was better than the performance of the other methods, as is shown in Figures 9 and 10 . The results of GA using different parameter setting methods on different TSP data are shown in Table 5 and Figure 11 . As can be seen from Table 5 and Figure 11 , the results indicate the efficiency of the Dynamic ILM/DHC over the other methods, where the Dynamic ILM/DHC performed the best in seven problems: pr76, berlin52, kroA100, att48, eil51, u159 and pr144, followed by the FFMCR, which performed the best in two problems: a280 and ch130. In this experiment, the population size is small (25), i.e., the diversity is not maintained we think that the Dynamic ILM/DHC provides diversity in small population, because starting the GA with a large crossover rate and small mutation rate with such a small population size, create similar offspring; however, while generation level goes up, the mutation rate become larger, and bring up different offspring, allowing the GA to skip local optima. this claim is also supported by the results from Figures 9 and 10 , where the ILM/DHC started to take the lead significantly after generation 600 (Figures 9 and 10 ) that is acceptable, as a higher mutation rate is used, since in a small population higher mutation rate is needed to provide more diversity, to the small population, which had limited search space with just 25 individuals. The mutation started to be higher and more effective in generation (1000) to end the GA wining all the other methods.
Set 2 of Experiments (Population Size = 50)
The results from the second set of experiments showed that the best performance was also recorded by the Dynamic ILM/DHC rule, as we are still talking small population In most cases, the performance of the dynamic (ILM/DHC) rule was better than of the performance of the other method as is shown in Figures 12 and 13 . The results of GA using different parameter setting methods on different TSP data with population size = 50 individuals are shown in Table 6 . As can be seen from Table 6 , the results indicate the efficiency of the Dynamic ILM/DHC over the other methods where the Dynamic ILM/DHC provided the best solutions to: pr76, berlin52, kroA100, att48, eil51, u159, a280 and ch130 followed by FFMCR that performed the best on: rat783, pr144.
In this set of experiments, the population size is still small (50) . Therefore, we stick with the aforementioned explanation of the efficiency of the proposed ILM/DHC when it is applied on small populations. Results from Figures 12 and 13 also supports the same explanation, as ILM/DHC approach started to take the lead after (1000) generations, i.e., a higher mutation ratio to support diversity.
Set 3 of Experiments (Population Size = 100)
The results from the third set of experiments show that the best performance result was recorded by the dynamic (ILM/DHC) approach. In most cases, the performance of the dynamic (ILM/DHC) rule was better than of the performance of the other method as is shown in Figures 14 and 15 . The results of GA using different parameter setting methods on different TSP data with population size = 100 individuals are shown in Table 7 . As can be seen from Table 7 , the results still indicate the efficiency of the Dynamic ILM/DHC over the other methods where the Dynamic ILM/DHC provided the best solutions to: pr76, kroA100, att48, sh130, and pr144, followed by FFMCR berlin52, u159 and a280, followed by DHM/ILC, which started to perform better compared to smaller populations In this experiment, the population size is moderate (100), and therefore, the ILM/DHC did not perform better than it used to do in smaller populations, in addition, the difference in the quality of the provided solutions from the other methods is not significant (see Figures 14 and 15 ), and only won 5 TSPs, this means that the ILM/DHC started to lose some of its reputation as we increase the size of the population, since diversity is partially maintained in moderate population sizes. According to the results of the previous three sets of experiments, the Dynamic ILM/DHC recorded the best results in small sized populations (25, 50) , nevertheless it start to become weaker in moderate sized populations (100) . This triggers the following question: What if the population size got larger?
The answer of this question we need further sets experiments using larger population sizes.
Set 4 of Experiments (Population Size = 200)
The results of the fourth set of experiments show that the best performance was recorded by the Dynamic DHM/ILC approach. In most cases, the Dynamic DHM/ILC outperformed the other approaches as shown in Figures 16 and 17 . The results of GA using different parameter setting methods on different TSP data with population size = 200 individuals are shown in Table 8 . As can be seen from Table 8 , the results indicate the efficiency of the Dynamic DHM/ILC over the other methods where the Dynamic DHM/ILC performed the best solution to the problems: pr144, pr76, eil5, berlin52, att48, followed by the FFMCR and the ILM/DHC that performed the best in two problems in addition. A population with 200 individuals is a large population. In addition, therefore the diversity is almost maintained, and GA does not need high mutation rate to increase diversity, on the contrary it needs more crossovers to generate better offspring from the diverse large sized population, particularly, when the GA process goes to higher level of generations. This result is expected, since we noticed the degradation in the performance of the ILM/DHC as the population size goes larger, knowing that the ILM/DHC approach is opposite to the DHM/ILC approach.
Set 5 of Experiments (Population Size = 300)
The results from this set of experiments show that the best performance is also recorded by the Dynamic DHM/ILC approach. In most cases the performance of the Dynamic DHM/ILC was better than of that of the other approaches, this is shown in Figures 18 and 19 . The results of GA using different parameter setting methods on different TSP data with population size = 300 individuals are shown in Table 9 . As can be seen from Table 9 , the results indicate the efficiency of the Dynamic DHM/ILC over the other approaches where the Dynamic DHM/ILC performed the best solutions for the problems: rat783, pr76, eil51, berlin52, KroA100, ch130, u159, a280 and pr144 followed by the Dynamic ILM/DHC in problem: att48. This show the domination of the DHM/ILC in larger populations and support the previous set of experiments, giving more stable results as increasing the size of the population, the aforementioned explanation still applies for the same mentioned reasons.
Set 6 of Experiments (Population Size = 400)
The Results from this experiment shown that the best performance is still recorded by the Dynamic DHM/ILC approach. In all the tested cases, the performance of the Dynamic DHM/ILC was better than those of other approaches, the performance of all approaches is shown in Figures 20 and 21 . results are averaged over 10 runs. The results of GA using different parameter setting methods on different TSP data with population size = 300 individuals are shown in Table 10 . As can be seen from Table 10 and Figure 22 , the results indicate the superiority of the Dynamic DHM/ILC over all the other approaches, where the Dynamic DHM/ILC provided the best solution for all problems used in the experiments. Moreover, the provided solutions are significant compared to the other approaches, i.e., the difference between the best solutions (provided by the DHM/ILC) and the other solutions (provided by other approaches) is high and significant. Same explanation provided in the previous sets of experiments applies here, the only difference is that the population size has become larger (400), and therefore the diversity is guaranteed, so the need for more crossovers at the end of the GA is vital, and much important that the number of mutations, which yields diverse but weak solutions, while the crossover yields stronger solutions as larger parts of the "good" chromosomes are exchanged to provide even better individuals. Another thing that worth mentioning is the result of the most common approach for GA parameter setting, which is the 0.03MR0.9CR, this approach was used extensively by researchers who used GA for solving optimization problems, we found with this number of experiment that this approach never won any problem except one problem (rat783) in experiment set 4 with population size 200.
More results from the six sets of experiments can be seen at Appendix A. 
Time Complexity
Time complexity of the proposed work in comparison with other methods. The time complexity of the (GAs) depended mainly on the representation of the chromosomes (the size of the chromosome, which varied depending on the problem), the genetic parameters (number of generations, population size, mutation probability and crossover probability), and the selection time [30] . Consequently, the time complexity of the (GA) is calculated as follows: Suppose that the size of population is (P), the number of generations is (G), the probability of crossover and mutation were (PC and PM) respectively, and the chromosome size is (n), which is the variable number of instances (TSP cities in our case), normally, n >> a constant.
The Quick Sorting algorithm is used to sort out the population and to take the best solutions. The number of operations needed for the selection process was:
The number of the mutated chromosomes was equal to (PM × P).
Since we need to go along each chromosome; the number of operations needed for the mutation process is:
The number of crossovers is equal to (PC × P)
However, Crossover operator is a binary variation operation, i.e., it works on 2 chromosomes, and yield two chromosomes (offspring), while the mutation operator is a unary variation operator, works on one chromosome and yield only one chromosome, therefore The number of crossovers is equal to (2 × PC × P).
Since we need to go along each chromosome; the number of operations needed for the crossover process is:
(2 × PC × P × n).
All the previous operations were repeated (G) times. Therefore, the time complexity of the overall (GA) is:
Since, G and P were constant (ks) regardless of what the problem was, assuming that k1 = G, k2 = P, k3 = PM × P, k4 = PC × P then theoretically: k = k1 = k2 = k3 = k4, and therefore (GA)TC became:
= k 2 log(k) + 2nk 2 (11) Since k was a constant, then k 2 and log(k) were also constants, which makes the Equation (10) as the following:
Therefore, the time complexity of the traditional (GAs) is linear (of order (n)), i.e., T depended mainly on the problem size (chromosome size) as it is the only variable in the process:
However, in practice, we feel that some approaches are slower than others, so we need to analyze the time complexity of the four approaches depending on Equation (9) . Assume that time complexity for DHM/ILC is T1, and time complexity for ILM/DHC is T2. The average of crossover rates used by DHM/ILC is AV = (0% + 1% + 2% + . . . + 100%)/100 = (100(100 + 1)/2 * 100)/100
According to the Gaussian closed form AV = (100(100 + 1)/(2 * 100)/100 = 50%
And the average of the mutation rate is the same; hence they are complements of each other, and
Because they have the same ratios but opposite to each other Recalling Equation (9) we get, T1 = T2 = G((P × log(P)) + (50% × P × n) + (2 × 50% × P × n)) = G × ((P log(P)) + (1.5P × n))
Assuming that T3 represents time consumed by FFMCR, since it uses 50
Assuming that T4 represents the time consumed by 0.03MR0.9CR, recalling Equation (9) we get, T4 = G((P × log(P)) + (3% × P × n) + (2 × 90% × P × n)) = G × ((P log(P)) + (1.74P × n))
As can be seen from Equations (14) and (15) , the number of operations needed by the proposed method is less than those of the 0.03MR0.9CR, and therefore the proposed approaches for choosing the mutation and crossover ratios is faster than the most common predefined rates (0.03MR0.9CR).
Conclusions
We reviewed GA representations and parameter selection in GAs along with new deterministic approaches were proposed to change the crossover and mutation rates parameters dynamically. Without any feedback or user interaction, the change in parameters value linearly based on mathematical equations, namely ILM/DHC and DHM/ILC. Based on several sets of experiments on real data from the TSPLIB, the Dynamic ILM/DHC was the best to operate with small population size, attaining the best solutions if compared with FFMCR, 0.03MR0.9 CR and DHM/ILC in small population (25, 50, 100) . The success of this algorithm in small sized population is due to lack of diversity of such small search space, and therefore, by the increasing level of generation, and the extensive use of crossover operations the final solutions become almost similar, and in need for a large number of mutations, which is provided to the GA just on time, preventing the algorithm from stuck at a local optima, and therefore increases the performance of the GA with small sized population. The results also showed that the Dynamic DHM/ILC performed very well with large population sizes (200, 300, 400) if compared with other methods. this is due to the need for more crossovers at the end of the algorithm at higher levels of generation, as the large sized populations are diverse by nature, and therefore do not need many mutations to get the algorithm from a local optima, on the contrary it needs more stronger solutions that depends on exchanging larger parts from good parents to provide better offspring, and this enhance the final solution of the GA with large populations.
We note also that the 0.03MR0.9CR approach (which is one of the most used predefined parameter setting) did not perform the best in any set of experiments, nor with any population, so we think that using such predefined rates for both crossover and mutation is not a good practice, in terms of quality of solutions and time complexity. In the future, we intend to extend the proposed approaches to be used for GA parameter setting for other optimization problems, such as the maxone, the knapsack problem, scheduling problems, etc.
The experimental results show averages across 10 runs, and we draw conclusions from small differences in these averages. If the scatter is too strong, these conclusions might not be well-founded, therefore, we plan to increase the number of runs to be at least 30 runs for each experiment in the future. Moreover, the linearity of the approaches needs to be further investigated, and compared with other adaptive and self-adaptive approaches, in addition to use indexing techniques such as [112] [113] [114] [115] . Funding: This research received no external funding.
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Appendix A. Results from the 6 Sets of Experiments Conducted for this Study
More results from the 6 sets of experiments conducted for this study are given below in Tables A1-A10. 
